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A practical handbook and guide to global cinema exhibition industry, TheatreWorld
showcases the industry in its entirety with a charming mix of newest trends and
old world tenets. It not only captures the industry’s pulse on hot topics but also
presents the same in a very pulsating fashion through a balanced, fine blend of
columns, features, special stories, technology series and photo essays.
The publication consciously stays away from the glossy stardom and gossipy
grapevine of the ‘showbiz’, and focuses wholly on the technology and systems
that make the entertainment show its worth.

In essence, the publication has two distinct sections - TheatreWorld and TheatreMagic
for global and India-specific audiences respectively. TheatreWorld, a magazine for the
theatre Owners, Cinema Equipment Manufacturers, Technology providers, has been
making waves in the world community for the last 18 years and still stands strong in
updating the Cinema and Entertainment Industry about the new technological evolvement
and market trends.

The magazine has witnessed the transformation from Film-reel Cinema to Digital Cinema.
It is strongly focused on Multiplexes and Single Screen cinema theatre market with international
reach.

The only magazine of its kind, TheatreWorld is renowned world over with a unique brand equity, which is a collector’s guide –
a reference guide to readers. Be a part of the magazine that helps your brand and product establish itself in the world Cinema
Market. Be a part of the magazine to become apart of the Global Cinema Industry.

Congratulations to TheatreWorld Magazine on sixteen years being a strong voice in the
cinema industry. You have always reported the latest technological innovations and designs
around the world, and have been an inspiration to all of us. I look forward to enjoying the
magazine for many years to come.

David Mesbur
Design Principal, Mesbur + Smith Architects, Canada

With the increasing
globalization of the
industry, TheatreWorld
has an important role
to play – keeping us all
up-to-date with
international
developments.

Ioan Allen
Senior Vice-President,

Dolby Laboratories TheatreWorld is a delight to look through, informative
and visually good too. It has filled a long pending gap in
the film industry's periodical presentations.
Good job... Stay ahead.

Arijit Dutta
Priya Cinemas, Kolkata, India

India has always been an important cinema market
in the world; Theatre World has done a good job in
reporting India cinemas to the world audience.
Happy sixteenth anniversary!

Dr. Man-Nang Chong
Founder, Chairman & CEO, GDC Technology

TheatreWorld has changed the face of the cinema publishing in India. Here is a magazine that
created a niche for itself by carrying news and information on cinemas, multiplexes, technology,
both old and new, status and progress of the industry in other parts of the world etc. It has
continued to remain relevant and important for every stakeholder in this amazing industry.
Way to go TW!

Sriram Sistla
Harkness Screens (Former)

Congratulations to
TheatreWorld on
your 16th
anniversary! May
your publication
continue to grow
and reach out to the
global cinema
fraternity with
engaging and
exciting contents.

Lin Yu
Vice-President,

Christie Asia Pacific
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TheatreWorld is the only highly circulated cinema exhibition magazine across the world.

TheatreWorld is the only magazine participating in all the major industry tradeshows across
the world (America, Russia, Australia, Dubai, Thailand, Europe, Hong Kong, India, etc.)

TheatreWorld is the only industry magazine to reach 20000++ readers

TheatreWorld is the only industry magazine to have 9000++ fans on Facebook

TheatreWorld is the only magazine circulated across nations; other magazines in the same
league are circulated in limited regions.

Media Partners
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MAGAZINE ISSUE MEDIA PARTNERSHIP WITH

Apart from the above, TheatreWorld is also showcased at various industy seminars, meetings, product launches, film festivals, forum
meets, etc. The above schedule might change due to some unavoidable circumstances. Magazines might not be displayed at some shows
due to some unavoidable circumstances.

Florida, USA

Mumbai,
India

Barcelona, Spain

Las Vegas, USA

St. Petersburg, Russia

Hong Kong Guangzhou, China

Gold Coast, Australia São Paulo, Brazil

Mumbai, India



Prints – 22,500++

Readers – 26,000++
Subscribers – 5,874
Free Copies – 10,808
Stands – 425
Tradeshows – 4,000

Readers’ Profile

Circulation

• Cinema Theatre Owners

• Theatre Top Management

• Theatre Managers

• Theatre Technicians

• Architects

• AV Installers

• Cinema Consultants

• Mall Operators

• Top Studio Operators

• Cinema Theatre Contractors

• Cinema Interior Designers

• Projectionists

• Sound Specialists

• Acoustical Consultants

• Theatre Consultants

INTERNATIONAL

Country wise and region wise breakup available
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Digital Media
WEBSITE - www.theatreworld.in

FACEBOOK - www.facebook.com/theatreworld.in

E-MAILER

PLATFORMS

TheatreWorld has the latest updates and news from the
industry on its website, apart from the print version.

The Website has better traffic compared to similar industry
websites worldwide.

TheatreWorld’s Facebook page is updated timely and has all
the latest industrynews. TheatreWorld posts only newsworthy
news!

TheatreWorld has 25,000++ likes

TheatreWorld’s emailer activity is the big hit in the industry.
It has the vast database collected all through the year.
The email activity is cheaper and faster.

Now you can view TheatreWorld magazine online
on any device without installing any extra app or
software.

3.0 EDITION OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE SHOW & CONVENTION FOR MULTIPLEX        | |SINGLE-SCREEN MALL

28-29 AUGUST 20182018MUMBAI IN
D
IA

Our Expo www.bigcineexpo.com



Global Talk
Essentially a news column, the Global Talk brings around-the-
globe events, hot and happening developments about
enterprises and individuals impacting the industry dynamics in
a simple and straight manner. These include business
expansions, strategic alliances, technology tie-ups, individual
appointments and installs.

Special Feature
It’s an exclusive and exhaustive story on a revolutionary
concept, technology development, or recently launched
project that is innovative in many ways. TheatreWorld
presents a unique story or two that is very topical, lucid
and reader-friendly.

Technology
Yet another exclusive column dedicated to technology aspect
of the industry. This column presents with latest technological
developments, under the most dominant and impacting header.
Most often, this will have an exhaustive story on one
particular development like digital 3D, Imax 3D, and new 3D
on film by Technicolor and the competing companies etc.

Product Watch
The manufacturing community churns out diverse range of
products in every issue. This column updates the B2B and its
user community with the latest arrivals on to the new
product block. The column spans the entire spectrum of
cinema products in audio, video, networking, seating, and
other associate elements.

First Person
This is a practical tete-e-tete with an industry leader or
leading cinema designer, or solution provider presented in a
Q&A format. It’s like listening straight from the horse’s mouth.
Often a Hard Talk, it probes the company and the individual
achievements and their bearing on the industry.

Business Trends
The top new trends and ideas in cinema exhibition industry
and the related promotional activities are featured in this
section.

TheatreWorld, as the name implies, showcases the International news and TheatreMagic brings you the magic that
Indian cinema weaves on the audiences. Both the sections have their own exclusive features focused on International
and Indian industry:

Editorial

Entertain World
Mostly a photo feature, this column highlights any single or
cumulative development by a cinema enterprise or a
professional through an exhaustive pictorial essay. It evaluates
projects from around the globe, based on their unique nature,
and presents a pictorial account of how and why it is
significant. This is yet another sought after column by the
magazine.

Cinema Systems
This column deals with specific, individual product system
installs in a cinema project. It could be a new innovative
screen install, theatre management system, digital signage,
concessions, or new sound and/or projection.

India Speaks
This is all about Indian cinema exhibition industry in its
entirety – business, corporate profile, M&As, Box Office
collections, typical movie trails, awards and honours to
companies, movies and individuals, overseas fortunes of
movies, and financial stakes – all presented in brief but
interesting news format.

Multiplex Round-up
Yet another India-specific column, it features the newest
additions to Indian cinema screen numbers. That the multiplex
industry has been going places for some time now, every issue
will see a quantum jump or a blockade for a particular reason,
besides retrofits of standalone theatres into multi-screen
formats. All this is presented in a detailed format so that the
industry is up-to-date with the numbers.

Tradeshows
Another regular with TheatreWorld, the Tradeshows column,
is a committed feature for the benefit of its clients and
readers, focused exclusively on tradeshows. TheatreWorld,
as it is, is aligned with four major tradeshows, viz, Frames,
CinemaCon, China Expo, CinemaToday, Kino Expo, AIMC,
CineEurpoe, ShowEast and CineAsia.
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